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Nov. 1, 2021

Dear WHS Community:

The recent Press Democrat article concerning events that took place
on Oct. 11 has caused some concern among families, and we wanted
to take this moment to provide some detail that was lacking in the
article. We feel that the views of both the high school and Windsor
Unified School District were not reflected appropriately in the article,
and we’re taking the time now to clarify some points.

The facts of the incident on Oct. 11 are as follows: A group of
students made plans to celebrate National Coming Out Day. Students
were encouraged to wear rainbow items, and the Gender and
Sexuality Alliance made plans to sell pronoun pins and other items as
a fundraiser. Prior to Oct. 11, a different group of students
communicated a desire to do something different on that day — to
wear red, white & blue and the Gadsden symbol.

On Oct. 11 during lunch time, some of the members of the GSA
reported to the school Principal that some members of the other
group, wearing the American flag, swore at the GSA members, used
derogatory language, threw food at them and purchased some of their
pronoun pins with the purpose of destroying them or tossing them in
the trash.

The Principal, an academic counselor, and Student Advisors worked
with the members of the GSA Club to identify any students who felt
harassed or intimidated. During these conversations, no GSA
member could definitively identify any of the students who were
antagonistic towards them. After students returned to class, the
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school administration and Student Advisors reviewed video footage and could not see
any food being thrown. No audio is recorded with school security cameras.

School administration subsequently solicited information from the staff who were
present at the event, asking for anyone who has information to come forward. In
addition, the advisors of the GSA club were also contacted to share any student
concerns that they heard during their club’s debrief of the event. Subsequently, we were
not able to find any students who could identify anyone who yelled derogatory names or
were throwing food.

Staff and Administration were present from the beginning of the event until the end. The
students with the American flag clothing were escorted away. Lunch concluded and the
day of classes resumed, with no further interruption.

The following statement was sent out to all staff members, the following day Oct. 12:

“  Since the beginning of the year, Grace and I have been repeating the mantra, “All
Means All.”  When we say all, we mean everyone including our students and staff that
are members of the LGBTQ+ Community.  The events of October 11th reflect both the
bravery of our students to come out and bring awareness to our campus as well as a
demonstration of where we need to grow as a community.

“Many of the students wearing the American flag as an act of protest will rightly claim
that they are expressing their first amendment right to freedom of speech. However,
they are not “free" to harass, intimidate or demean their fellow students.

“Our Student Advisors and Admin have been interviewing students, reaching out to
staff, reviewing the video footage from the incident as well as searching through social
media. If you are aware of a particular student who said or did anything, please contact
me directly.  Our LGBTQ+ students are a protected class and any harassment is a
violation of their civil rights. A version of this statement will go out to all students and
parents.

“As a community, we all have the responsibility to build community, to respond, educate
and provide a safe container for our community. We have the tools: restorative
conversations, circle practice, a core system to bring your classes together, some have
common planning time to strategize, SEL counselors and Academic Counselors, Circle
Forward lesson plans that explore identity, trained Admin. and Peer Circle Keepers.
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What does your classroom community need? Community, on a smaller scale, starts
there and then, is connected to the whole.

“How can we support you, our students and our community?

“Brian and Grace”

A similar communication was sent to WHS families in both English and Spanish, sent
Oct. 13th.

Staff pulled aside members of each group privately and discussed the incident,
reaffirming WHS policies and views on creating a supportive and non-discriminatory
atmosphere. Meetings with families were arranged, though not all families chose to
participate.

Discipline in a school setting is complicated, because of the myriad of privacy laws
which protect children. It can often appear that “nothing is being done,” when in fact
there are corrective actions being taken and disciplinary issues are confidential and
violate a litany of state and federal laws protecting children. These same laws protect
your child from having personal information revealed publicly.

In addition, WHS believes strongly in restorative justice, rather than a “crime and
punishment model.” In this way, instigators have the opportunity to directly hear the
perspective of the victim, take accountability for their actions and create a specific plan
to move forward. Research shows that this proactive approach creates positive
outcomes for all parties in the long run. In this instance, because the offending students
could not be explicitly identified, the restorative process was not offered.

Let us be clear. Discriminatory, derogatory, inflammatory or other bullying behavior
against any students in WHS is not acceptable, under any circumstance. The behavior
demonstrated by some students on Oct. 11 is unacceptable and will not be tolerated.
WHS supports the LGBTQ+ members of our community, without reservation, and seeks
to rebuild trust with that community after this incident.

WHS also supports the first amendment rights of all students. Legally, we have no right
to eliminate the ability of students to exercise those first amendment rights, even if we
may disagree with the nature of the speech. WHS also affirms that wearing American
flag apparel is not, in and of itself, problematic. The same cannot be said of the
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Gadsden symbol, which has become aligned with white supremacy groups in recent
years. WHS is currently looking into adding this symbol to our dress code violations.

What happened on Oct. 11 is an example of the challenging line between our legal
requirement to keep students safe from harassment and bullying and our legal
requirement to support students’ right of free speech. The laws are complex and
conflicting in many ways, and we do our best to hold a line that takes both sets of
requirements into account.

Moving forward, we plan to continue to try to bring our school community together, to
create empathy and understanding between disparate groups. We will continue work to
ensure that students who felt attacked feel safe and supported in the school
environment. As we said in a previous letter, the behavior of some of the protesting
students on Oct. 11 did not rise to the level of inclusivity and a community mindset that
we expect at Windsor High School. We need to strive to truly live the concept that “All
Means All.”

We all have the responsibility to intentionally craft our community, to respond, educate
and provide a safe place for our students to learn and our staff to work. We will be using
our tools: restorative conversations, our circle practice, and our core system to bring our
students together. If anyone has any additional concerns, please do not hesitate to
reach out to us.

Brian Williams
Principal, Windsor High School

Jeremy Decker
Superintendent, Windsor Unified School District
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